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annual conference from region to region. I anticipate that the 
President's Message board will discuss the reaction at the February board meeting. 

- December 2002 Program Coordinator Dot Butler and Bill Robertson are probably 
the best contact points on this issue. Dot can explain the 

by Bob Jacoby potential benefits in terms of including greater numbers of 
Well the holidays are upon participants and trying new facilities; and Bill can provide early 
us1 I wanted to kick off the insights from the survey. Both Dot's and Bill's e-mail addresses 
holiday season by having are published in this newsletter and I ask anyone interested to 
my photo taken by the send their thoughtful comments to directly to them. Please 
Christmas tree! (actually I'm remember everyone who is involved in this organization is: (a) 
a year older than this picture trying to do the best they can to help the organization; and (b) 
and the tree hasn't weathered too well either). Speaking of working for free - please be respectful, it's OK to have differing 
memberships, think of giving a FABA membership to opinions. We'll be able to review all the written comments and 
your favorite creative person as a holiday gift! Our survey results at the next board meeting. Ultimately, we want to 
membership is now done on a rolling 12-rnonth basis so do what's best for the organization. There's a natural tension 
your gift will delight someone special for a full year! between change and tradition. Thank you to everyone who 

demonstrated at the November Country Jamboree in Barberville. 
'lease join me in boa*' This is an annual event that hosts literally thousands of visitors. 

'nlembers:' Kim - Editor; FABA blacksmiths manned the forges and helped out in other 
rHmom- Treasurer; Karm we* - Secretam capacities including shingle splitting and cane syrup production. 
bButlg and Jeff -# - Trustees. We were fortunate to FABA supports our organizational mission with a yariety of 
have a strong slate of candidates and a record level of activities like this each year - keep up the good work! 
partic~pation in this election. Also, big thanks to everyone 
who ran and also, to our departing board members! Finally, don't forget that the Southwest Region will host a 
FABA is entirely run by volunteers and the strength and statewide meeting on January 25th at Erik Flett's shop in Fort 
quality of our organization is a tribute to all those who Myers - see the schedule inside this issue, or visit 
dedicate countless hours to make everything work. www.blacksmithing.org for details. 

FABA Vice President Bill Robertson is conducting a 
survey of the membership to gauge interest in rotating our . 
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Upcoming Events 
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold 
typeface. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come to more than one if you can. We hold regular monthly meetings in each region 
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-lst, NW-Znd, SE-3rd, SW-last. The actual 
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge. Prospective members are always welcome. 
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch. Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless 
otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below: 

I I]  

Northeast Region: Bob Mancuso (386) 774-2926 rmancuso@cfl.rr.com 
Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212 ncrane8364@aol.com 

Billie Christie (850) 421-1386 chriswood@talweb.com 
Southeast Region: Richard Loughlin (561) 287-2224 -unknown-- 
Southwest Region: Erik Flett (941) 437-3844 -unknown-- 

December 2002 
NE Dec 07 Allen and Chloe Hardwicke's home in Altoona on Saturday December 71h. 

Allen has a shop at his house and we'll do some blacksmithing, eat some good 
food and generally celebrate the holiday season. The Hardwicke's home is 
located 4 miles west of Highway 19 on State Road 42 in Altoona, house # 
27255 

' NW -SW P a t !  Forge, Tallahassee, FL. This is a Christmas 
PartytMeeting from 3:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. Please bring your "Iron In The 
Hat" items and a covered dish. Meat will be provided. HO! HO! HO! 

SE Dec 2 1 Yesteryear Village (X-mas Party) 
SW Dec 28 -to be announced- 

Extended Forcast 
NE Jan 04 Pioneer Art Settlement - Barberville 
NWrrtilan 1 1 \Brook and Jeff Mohr's shop, the Mockingbird Forge, 

Crawfordville, FL. 
SE Jan 18 Rob Gardner-West Palm Beach 2 

* m a n  25 Lu 

-I1E *Feb 01. Juan & Linda Ho brook's Shop, Gainesville u t- 

SE Feb 15 Yesteryear Village - Quarterly meeting 2 

NE Mar 0 1 Pioneer Art Settlement - Barberville 
g 

I lo 
NE Apr 05 Transportation, Tools, and Trades - Barberville Alplrcmss k r j ~  

NW Apr 12 Statewide meeting: This will be held at Vi and Clyde's shop, the 411 Lberblon, AHr Of*/ 
SDSq Sundance Cn 

66B- 2836 

NW Region - Dec.14 
be Meagan Crowley, who is currently the head coordinator of the Blacksmithing 
Department at Peters Valley Craft School, New Jersey. Meagan is demonstrating 
innovative techniques of forging hollow pipe and organic sheet metal forms. Her 
education includes a BFA in Metalsmithing 6om the Cranbrook Academy of Arts 
in Michigan and she demonstrated at the 2002 ABANA conference. Also 
demonstrating will be Chris Winterstein, head coordinator of the Blacksmithing ; 

Department of the Penland School of Crafts, North Carolina. His current work in 
iron is focused on working aggressively with mass ornamental forging in three 
dimensions. Chris worked and studied with Jim Wallace of the National 
Ornamental Metal Museum. He has also worked with Scott Lankton and John 
Medwedeff. 

We are privileged to have these two outstanding creative educators at our 
meeting. As an Added Bonus there is a new glass studio in progress within "Iron 
on the Edgestudio". If time permits, we hope to have a glass-blowing 
demonstration. We are excited about the awesome possibilities in bringing new 
high-energy techniques of forging to our area. An old fashion BBQ is planned and 
we look forward to seeing you. If you have any questions, feel 6ee t s  call ErikP 
Flett at loron on the ~d~e^Studio  (239-437-3-r 239-872-784\ - cell) 

1713 6 mrl We~k,  k-n;)r( 3 fik. /~Y$?S FL 33012 
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NEWS FROM THE NORTHWEST 

The Northwest Region of FABA met on Saturday, November 9,2002, at Lou and Skeeter 
Prather's Shop (and home) in Tallahassee, FL. It was a perfect, autumn, blacksmithing day with 
overcast skies and 65-75 degree temperature. We had a good turn out with 34 people signing in. 

Our first demonstrator was Dr. Ed Crane. He started by making lots of petals (for his 
hand-forged pinecone) that were sorted out by size. The smaller were welded onto the top of the 
pinecone (welding was done by Jerry Grice) and the medium in the center with the larger going 
toward the bottom. Specially made dies were used in the power hammer to make his pine branch 
realistic looking. Dr. Crane then added several small groups of copper pine needles and attached 
the pinecone. The result was impressive! 

Our second demonstrator was Rex Anderson. Rex made a nice steel and copper 
candleholder. First he took four pieces of !A" angle iron and four pieces of about ?A" round 
copper (all 1 1" long) and welded the angle iron together at both ends. He then heated it in the 
forge to red-hot, put one end in his custom holder, and then inserted the copper pieces into the 
V's of the angle iron. He then put the custom twisting bar over the outer end and twisted the 
eight pieces together. Next he cut the 6" center section out to use as the main body of the 
candleholder. Rex used a 4" round piece of flat metal which was heated up and hammered into 
his swedge block to form the candle cup holder. The three legs were made from 1" x 3/16" flat 
bar. He used one piece, 20" long, and forged a foot on both ends, then forged one foot on 
another piece and cut it off at 10". Rex then heated and bent the 20" piece to form two of the 
legs which were then welded onto a single 3 1 ~  leg. He heated and used the edge of the swedge 
block to bend the legs to his liking. The legs were welded to the bottom of the base and cup 
holder to the top of the base. This entire procedure was interesting to watch and the results were 
outstanding! 

Lou provided a mouth-watering lunch of chili with all the trimmings. Um-hum, delicious! 

The "Iron In The Hat" had some interesting items that brought in a total of $1 10.00. A big, thank 
you to Deana Baggett for taking care of the drawing. 

The day was educational and enjoyable. We hope to see you next month! 

Billy Christie 
NW Regional Coordinator 

P.S. 
The December 1 4th meeting will be our Third Annual Christmas PartyIMeeting to be held at Bill 
Robertson and Patty Draper's Applecross Forge (from 3:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.) in Tallahassee. 
Come and see the new "Patty" blacksmith shop addition, complete with brick forge and power 
hammer. It looks great and I know you'll be impressed. Please bring your "Iron In The Hat" 
items and a covered dish. Hope to see you there. HO! HO! HO! 

a 
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NEW JERSEY ON THE WEB 

Hi, I have posted the New Jersey Blacksmiths Newsletter to the web, the URL is; 

http://members.bellatlantic.net~-vze25~icc/index.htm 

This is a NEW URL, so if you have received this before and book marked it please note the change 
The newsletter is also accessible through the web site; 

I would like to ask you all to examine this format, 
You should be able to print the pages from your web browser or down load them and manipulate 

them in electronic format. 
Most of the pages are HTML so text can be easily separated from graphics or whole page may be 
used from your web browser. 
Holding the pointer over some of the graphics or pictures will change it to a hand which shows 
its a link to a page with a larger file size for printing or other manipulation. 
If you have any problems and would like assistance I will help you with it as much as I can. 
Some of the Editors have all ready agreed to use this format and If you would like to please let 
me know as we are looking to cut mailing and printing costs 
Thank you, 
Larry Brown 
'Editor NJBA <lp.brown@verizon.net> 

SWAGE BLOCKS FROM SALTFORK 

We here in Nebraska have received several requests for Swage Blocks with copies of the ad we 
rlad in the Prairie Blacksmith's Assoc. newsletter. I assume you reproduced the ad in the Clinker 
Breaker as these ad copies we have received are on grey paper similar to that used to print the 
Clinker Breaker Newsletter. The problem is that the'PBA did not set up the sale for locations out 
of  our chapter area. The ad is Titled "Saltfork Swage Block Order Form for PBA Members". 
PBA set up this deal for PBA members only and arrangements for delivery within a 150 mile 
radius around Lincoln, Nebraska. This indicates that the person would have to include $15.00 for' 
a PBA membership and make arrangements for shipment from Nebraska to Florida. We are 
about 1600 miles northwest of your location. We do not have the arrangement to ship. One 
person ordering asked if they could pick it up at the recent Florida Blacksmith Conference. These 
swage blocks that we are handling are from the Saltfork Craftsmen Assoc., from Oklahoma that 
have set up the pouring of these blocks. They have a system for handling shipment around the 
greater blacksmithing area. I would encourage you to reproduce the Oklahoma Chapter ad and 
pass the contact information for their officers below among your members. Jim Carothers 9501 
Frontier Perry OK 73077 580-336-9213 colonel@fullnet.net or Mike George 1227 4th. St. 
Alva, OK 7371 7 58-327-5235 thegeorges@pldi.net Thanks, for you help. Clarence Mertins 
PBA Treasurer 
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The BIG PICTURE ...... $40.00 per hour please. 
from Appalachian Blacksmith Association 7/02 

Hans Peot discussed an important subject during his demo: How much should you charge? 
Believe it or not, $40/hour was tossed out as a fair shop labor rate. Why so high? Overhead. 

Every blacksmith invests a small fortune in making or buying tools. Add to that, liabilitylfire 
insurance, property taxes, travel to estimate a job, advertising or free public demo's, etc. 

You get the picture. The modern blacksmith can't set up under a shed roof, repair wagon 
springs, and charge what the market will bear. Modern smiths are not the necessity that they were 
before 1900. If anything they are purveyors of luxury goods in the eyes of most buyers. 

This means that you have to be good at marketing in addition to being as productive as 
possible. Knife makers, especially, have picked up on this. Pattern welding offers and endless 
catalog of designs and newer techniques such as gas forges and presses reduce the time it takes to 
forge the billet. 

Knife making is a good example of a niche market. And it also represents a way to market 
individual style. But there are a hundred other niche markets and each, in turn, allows for an 
infinite number of styles. Just consider the number of different iron railing designs that you have 
seen if you don't think style sells. 

There are many outlets for blacksmiths--craft shows, gift shops, the internet are but a few. As 
seen in this issue, Glenn Horr curated an ironwork exhibition. While not a sale per se, the exhibit 
does introduce potential buyers to the blacksmith's work. And it's introductions like these that 
get you a commissioned work. 

Didn't sell your hooks at the pay rate of $40/hour? Then make it up when you do the big 
railing job or the garden sculpture or the wine rack. 

In the final analysis, you should try to make your blacksmithing work pay the bills, even if it's 
just a hobby. Why? ~ h k  marketplace tells us what our work is worth. Until you profit, keep 
working on those loose ends. 

Swan song ................ 
Even this buzzard gets a swan song, but after all I am the editor, so how could I not. So 2 years 
go by fast at this age. I did learn a little from the articles I chose for you all and I hope you were 
likewise bettered. I will be glade to pass the yoke, I mean baton to our incoming editor and offer 
any support. A little pressure is a good thing to keep anyone going in the right direction and I 
admit it was sometimes not just the dedication to the task of editing the Clinker Breaker that gave. 
me the impetus to crank it out. But I overall never felt I had done the job with it that I wanted to 
achieve. I just didn't have the time- now that's partly an excuse for being lazy - but like a lot of 
us artists and craftsman in this organization I am a perfectionist. With some things at least I'm 
hell on wheels until the job is done and done right. So my promise is that I shall write some, well 
many, new articles for the Clinker Breaker, like they were flying out off a printer gone wild! Well 
a few anyhow. By the way somebody elsewhere ripped off one of my articles and got it published 
in The Home Shop Machinist. This was not cool man! Enough said. 
I had h n .  I learned a lot of stuff. I really enjoyed cooperating with Ed Halligan on the KISS 
article, as unpolished as it was since we did it at the last minute. And there was the adoration, and 
music of hearing people say your name and the recognition service award of money, which I'm 
still hoping for. No, I did it as a volunteer and as pay back for what FABA has given me. 
Support the CB and our new editor. And support our troops. Have a Merry Christmas. And for 
all of the many that helped and worked with me, sincerely, thank you. LeRoi Price, Editor 
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VOLUME I .  ISSUE 6 SOFA SOUNDS I PACE 4 

'7lron & Steel" 6y Hans Peot 
BRIEF HISTORY: 
Wrought iron dates back to the ancient Egyptian Em- 
pire. Very small blooms of iron were produced in 
forges using charcoal. In 500 BC the Etruscans were 
producing 10,000 pounds of iron a year on the west- 
ern shore of Italy using short cupolas with bellows 
made of animal sluns to produce the air source. Once 
the bum was complete. the shon furnaces made of 
stone were disassembled and the resulting mass of 
iron and impurities were removed and further refined 
by heating and hammering. The charcoal making 
process deforested most of western Italy. The iron 
ore was brought to the furnaces on sailing ship. The 
extraction the Etruscans used was so poor that the 
tailings were mined during both world wars to pro- 
duce steel. Wrought iron was produced throughout 
Europe in late BC to early AD. In the magnificent 
buildings of the Greeks and Romans the siones were 
held together with butterfly shaped pieces of iron 
coated with lead. 

The first steel was produced by the Celtics in about 
200 AD. They cut up wrought iron into small strips 
and stacked them in a wrought iron container with 
burnt bone and carbon and heated them in a charcoal 
fired furnace for 10 to 12 hours at a high heat. In the 
process, carbon was absorbed into the surface of the 
metal. They then forged welded the pieces together 
and produced blades. This was the forerunner of pat- 
tern welded blades as we know them and which we 
erroneously call Damascus. Damascus steel was de- 
veloped in Palustan at about the same time in the 
form of Wootz billets and sent to Syria to be made 
into Damascus blades. As near as we can tell, (since 
the exact process is unknown) pure iron ore and car- 
bon were placed in a ceramic crucible and actually 
melted producing a carbon steel which contained 
about 1.5% carbon. It was very difficult to forge 
since it had to be worked at a red heat. Any hotter 
and it would shatter. The Celtic's steel process was 
copied by the Vikings and Germans to produce pat- 
tern welded steel blades through about 1050 AD. 
From [hat time until 1400 AD both countries pro- 

NORTHWEST OH10 BLACKSMITHS 

duced steel blades by family protected secret 
processes. 

During that time period they staned making their 
furnaces taller and taller. At this point they were 
no longer producing wrought iron. The iron fi- 
nally melted and as i t  ran down through the char- 
coal it dissolved some of the carbon into the iron. 
The resulting iron had 3 to 4 percent carbon. was 
not forgeable and was very brittle. It could only 
be used for casted items and was not useful for 
blades or wagon parts. Also during this time pe- 
riod most of the forests in Europe and England 
were disappearing because of building and char- 
coal making. The King of England finally ruled 
that the forests could no longer be cut for malung 
charcoal. This forced t?e steel makers to come up 
with a process to make coke out coal by driving 
out h e  volatile oils. 

To get wrought iron in quantity, the English de- 
veloped a puddling process where they mixed 
molten cast iron with molten iron silicate and 
iron oxide. Iron silicate is a component of 
wrought iron. They called the coal fired furnace a 
finery. When a worker called a rabbler stirred 
this mixture, the iron oxide would combine with ' 

the carbon forming iron and carbon dioxide. The 
resulting iron had a much higher melting point 
and would float to the top of the puddle. The rab- 
bler would move the pieces into larger lumps 
weighing about 200 to 300 pounds. Then another 
worker. using a pair of tongs with an overhead 
track would grab these pieces called blooms and 
place them in a press to squeeze out some of the 
iron silicate. The bloom would then be run 
through a rolling mill and turned into muck bars. 
The muck bars would then be cut into short 
pieces, wired together and placed in a coal fired 
soak pit and raised to a weld heat and run 
through the rolls again into a finished piece 
called a merchant bar. This process was not only 
used throughout Europe but in the Eastern United 
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"yon & Steel" 6y Hans Peot, cont. 
States also. During the 1500's and 1600's. much 
of the forest in the United States were cut to 
make charcoal. T o  make steel. thin rolled mer- 
chant bars were place in a coal fired soak pit, 
covered with carbon and burnt bone and held at a 
high heat temperature for several days. The car- 
bon would be absorbed into the iron forming 
blister steel. The name blister comes from the ap- 
pearance of the bars when they were removed 
form the pit. They were covered with blisters. . 

These bars were then folded and re-welded to- 
gether to be used as steel. None of he steel was of 
very good quality having a lot of iron silicate in- 
clusions. 

In England, there was a need for a good quality 
steel to make springs for timepieces so that they 
could navigate the oceans. One enterprising Eng- 
llshman noticed that the glassmakers were able to 
get very high temperatures in the glass furnaces. 
He took pieces of blister steel and placed them in 
a ceramic crucible, set it in a glass furnace and 
when the steel melted, the iron sllicate floated out 
but the carbon remained, resulting in a quality 
steel. Unfortunately for him, too many people ob- 
served his efforts and he was unable to keep it 
secret and profit from his process. This process 
was further developed and produced good quality 
steel called cast or crucible steel. It IS still used to 
this day to produce small quantities of different 
steels. A lot of old tools in the United States are 
marked cast steel. Some people mistakenly think 
that these tools were cast as the name implies. 

The making of steel didn't get the greatest boost 
until the Bessemer Process was developed. There 
is a great argument on whether i t  was developed 
in the United States or England. To remove the 
carbon from the cast iron, they simply put i t  in a 
large ladle and blew air up through the molten 
cast iron burning out the carbon and some of the 
iron in the process. 

NORTHWEST OHIO BLACKSMITHS 

Wrought iron was produced in quantity by Beyers 
Steel through 1950 and was used in large consuuc- 
tion jobs like the Grand Coulee dam because it w a s  
impervious to rusting. It would only rust down to t he  
iron silicate and then stop. 

M~xing  of other alloys with iron occurred in the ear ly  
1900's where they added manganese, chrome, nickel, 
etc. in gas fired open-hearth furnaces. The process of 
coming up wlth new alloys was very slow since it 
was a hit-or-miss experimental process. The real 
push for alloys occurred during World War LI when 
greater strength alloys were required for the weapons 
of war. Since then. great strides have been made In 
developing different steels. 

IRON AND STEEL 

Wrought Iron: Wrought iron is pure iron mixed with 
iron silicate (glass). When rolled through the mills a 
couple of times its structure takes on the characteris- 
tics of wood, having a definite grain structure. It is 
forged at a yellow heat. Lower heats will result in the 
metal shattering like a wood board unless it has been 
refined several times. If it does split, i t  is easily 
welded back together again at a yellow heat. The 
iron silicate acts as a flux. Holes drilled through it 
will split out lengthwise under load. Therefore, the 
end where the hole is should be folded over across 
the grain and forge welded. Since there is no carbon 
in the iron i t  will not bum like carbon steel even at a 
yellow heat. Wrought iron is no 1onger.produced. It 
can be found in old iron structures fabricated at the 
end of the 1800's and the beginning of the 1900's. 
Old bridges in the area have been a source of 
wrought iron. Some of this wrought iron is available 
or sale. 

Carbon Steels: Most carbon steels contain less than 
1.5% carbon. Mild steel as we once knew it was la- 
beled 101 8- 1020 containing .18 to .2 percent carbon. 
Toady, this is only true for steels smaller than 114" 
thick and over 4" in breadth. Most of the hot-rolled 
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Iron & steer '  6y Hans ~ e o t ,  cont. 

steels today is made from scrap and is categorized as 
A-36, having a guaranteed tensile strength of 65,000 
psi. Since it contains numerous other alloys the car- 
bon content can vary up to .29% at which level it is 
not very suitable forging metal since with that carbon 
content it develops black hardness which will result 
in cracking and breaking. It is also made in a con- 
tinuous pour process directly. As a result, you can 
find ~nclusions in the metal when you are working 
with it which will cause it to split. 

Sulfur or lead is added to the low carbon steel to im- 
prove machineability. This is mostly found in cold 
drawn mild steels and is no good for forging at all 
since it has a tendency to crumble at forging tem- 
peratures. It is usually designated 1 1 18 or 1 1 L 18. 

The more carbon that is added to the Iron the greater 
the tensile strength i t  has until it starts to become 
bnttle The optimum strength is achieved at .4 to .45 
percent carbon. In order to achieve hardness, the 
steel has to be heated to a cherry red and quenched in 
warn salt brine and then tempered. 

Carbon steels with a carbon content of between 0.6 
and 1.4 percent are designated as W-I,  W-2, etc. The 
W indicating that they can be hardened in water. 
This is a little misleading in that only small pieces 
such as chisels and punches can be hardened safely 
in water. Since water boils, it causes steam bubbles, 
which results in uneven cooling and on larger pieces 
of carbon steel, cracking results. Most of the time, 
the coolant is warn salt brine. With the best quench 
the depth of the hardness goes in less than 114" leav- 
ing the core soft. The cherry red color is observed in 
a dark area with no outside light. The old black- 
smiths usually had a blackened bucket under the 
bench to find this red color. 

For people who are color blind this temperature oc- 
curs when the steel is no longer magnetic. Once the 
steel is quenches it has to be tempered by adding 

~(ORTFWEST OHIO BLACKSMITHS 

heat. This is accomplished by cleaning the piece 
down to the bright metal and slowly heating it 
and watching the color change stopping at one of 
the colors below and then cooling in funher in 
water. 

Lathe tools, milling cutters - Straw Yellow 
Chisels. punches - Bronze to Dark Purple. 
Woodworking tools - Blue 
Springs - Dark Blue 

Alloy Steels: Since carbon steels can only be 
hardened to a depth of 114". large pieces of high 
strength steel was not available to the indusu-y. 
The most important alloylng metal turns out to be 
chrome. Chrome does two things to the steel. It 
allows deeper hardening and resistance to de- 
forming at elevated temperatures. Other metals 
that improve strength and deep hardening are 
molybdenum, vanadium. nickel and tungsten. 
Since we now have deep hardening during 
quenching we no longer can use water or brine 
because cooling is too fast and high suesses oc- 
cur in the metal that causing cracking or break- 
age. They now must be hardened in quenching 
oil or air. Quenching oils are organic and specifi- 
cally developed for quenching. Motor oil can be 
used but fumes off the oil are usually toxic and . 
results are not predictable since quench~ng rates 
are unknown. 

Some of the steels that are useful to blacksmiths 
from junkyards are: 

Car & truck springs - flat, round or coiled. Its 
referred to as 5 160 which is a chrome steel 
with 0.5% carbon, 1 % manganese, 0.3% sili- 
con and 0.6% chrome. 
Large uuck axles make good hammerheads. 
It is called 4 110 having 0.4% carbon, 1 R 
manganese, 0.2% silicon, 1% chrome and 
0.2% molybdenum. 
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" r ~ m  & Steer' 6y Hans Peot, cont. 

Steels that are available from First Street Recycling 
in Dayton, Ohio that are readily available in an an- 
nealed state, having the Quality Steel Company 
color coding are as follows: 

0- 1 Blue-oil hardening-only the outside will have 
a machined surface. Don't confuse with cold drawn 
which is also painted blue on the ends. 

D-2 White-high carbon alloy die steel air harden- 
ing. Too brittle for blacksmith work. 

A-2 Green-high carbon alloy steel that is air hard- 
ening. Again, too hard and too brittle for black- 
smith tools. 

M-2 Orange-high carbon alloy steel used for mak- 
ing milling cutters, etc. Air or oil hardening, much 
too brittle for blacksmith work. 

H-13 Green and White-a hot work steel, air hard- 
ening, makes excellent punches and chisels for the 
blacksmith and holds its temper at high heat. 

S-7 Orange and Black-a shock resistant air harde- 
nable alloy steel. An excellent steel for blacksmith 
tools. It retains its hardness and strength at very 
high temperatures. With a handled hot cut, the han- 
dle will bum out of the tool before you will lose its 
usable hardness and strength. 

4 140 Blue and Green-oil hardening. See reference 
to truck axles. 

5 160 Red and Green-oil hardening alloy. See refer- 
ence to truck and car springs. 

Many thanks to Hans for this article. He deals with 
First Street Recycling in Dayton a lot and knows 
what they have. 1 have been there a few times my- 
self and am amazed at the selection of scrap tool 
steel they have at pennies on the dollar. Check 
them out sometime when you are in the Dayton 
area. Hans can give you directionr. 

NORTHWEST OHIO BLACKSMITHS 
-- - -- - 

Hammers, Hammers, Hammers, e tc. 

I seems like everyone is getting into the power 
hammer business these days. Here are.some "do-it- 
yourself' ads I picked up from other newsletters 
for hose  of you who might be inclined to build 
one. 

Inline Treadle Hainmer Plans 
New design using plastic skate wheels to guide the 

head in a straight line. 18 pages, parts list, draw- 
ings, assembly instructions. $9.00 postpaid 

Contact: 
Clay Spencer 

934 Partridge Lane 
Murphy, NC 28906 

(828) 837-0708 
Clay@ grove.net 

Build Your Own Air Hammer 
Mark Krause has documented his air hammer de- 
sign that won first place in the 'junkyard hammer 
contest at Flagstaff. His 40 page booklet is yours 

for $30.00 
Contact: 

Mark Krause 
6030 Roblar Road 

Petaluma. C A  94953 
Kbmk 13 8prodigy.net 

Available from ABANA 
Ron IGnyon's Simple Air Hammer Plans 

30 pages with photos & illustrations 
ABANA member price $12.00 

Non-member price $15.00 

Modified Treadle Hammer Plans 
By Hans Peot. Step-by-step plans, 20 pages with 

35 black & white photos 
Contact: 

ABANA (706) 3 10-1030 
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FABA Officers 

President Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@fdn.com 
Vice President Bill Robertson (850) 6682876 applecrossforge@nettally.com 
Treasurer Deana Baggett (850) 8788535 wbaggetthailer.fsu.edu 
Secretary Karen Wheeler (352) 486-4370 kwheel@svic.net 
Program Chair Dot Butler (850) 5395742 jgbutler@printmail.com 
Past President Patty Draper (850) 6682876 applecrossforge@nettally.com 
Trustee #1 Joel Clark (904) 321-2116 jac@net-magic.net 
Trustee 82 John Butler (850) 5395742 jgbutler@printmail.com 

I I - - - 

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc. Send this application and a membership fee of 

$20.00 to 
Date N e w 0  Renewal q Dena Bagett, FABA Treasurer 

6840 Bird Song Trail 
Name Tallahassee, F132309 
Address 

Make check out to FABA. Your FABA membership 
City State Zip begins when we receive your payment and lasts one 

Phone:Home U70rk: year Membership is for a family. You don't have to 
E-Mail be an ABANA member to join FABA, but many 

1 Spouse's Name: FABA members are, and we encourage membership 
in both organizations. See our web site for details. 

If you do not wish to be listed me in the printed FABA 
I directory, please check the box to the right fib., 

the Porziba Clinker Breaker 
D 

FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION 
LEROl PRICE, Editor 
808 W. Oak St. 
Kissimmee, FI 34741 407-891 -0708 eve 
407-847-6900 day or Insreprice@hotmail.com -- 

Check your membership 
expiration date, get your 
dues in on  time please ! 

The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North 
America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote, 
and preserve the art of blacksmithing. Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law. 
FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription. We 
solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA's purposes. ABANA chapter 
newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter. You 
need the publisher's permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted. 


